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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: The station at Cologne Bonn Airport is deserted. To contain the coronavirus, NRW has banned all accumulations of three or more people in public. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: Parked Lufthansa planes stand in a row at Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the corona virus, the government has imposed various restrictions which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: A single passenger sits in the terminal at Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the corona virus, the government has imposed various restrictions which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: "Stay healthy" is written on a display board at the counter at Cologne Bonn Airport. The government has imposed various restrictions on the spread of the coronavirus, which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: Check-in counters are unmanned at Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, the government has imposed various restrictions which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: In a closed travel agency at Cologne Bonn Airport hangs a poster advertising offers for Easter holidays. In order to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, the government has imposed various restrictions that have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: Stools from a closed bar are on the tables at Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, the government has imposed various restrictions that have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: A man walks across the empty parking deck in front of the terminal at Cologne Bonn Airport. The government has imposed various restrictions on the spread of the coronavirus, which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: Parked aircraft stand in a row at Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, the government has imposed various restrictions which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: Aircraft are parked in front of the terminal at Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the corona virus, the government has imposed various restrictions which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: Mannequins are standing in an empty shop at Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, the government has imposed various restrictions that have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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Menschenleere KVB-Haltestelle wahrend der Corona-Krise. K?ln, 26.03.2020 *** KVB stop empty of people during the Corona crisis Cologne, 26 03 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Menschenleere KVB-Haltestelle wahrend der Corona-Krise. K?ln, 26.03.2020 *** KVB stop empty of people during the Corona crisis Cologne, 26 03 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Notbremse an einer Rolltreppe in einer menschenleeren KVB-Haltestelle wahrend der Corona-Krise. K?ln, 26.03.2020 *** Emergency brake on an escalator in a deserted KVB stop during the Corona crisis Cologne, 26 03 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Menschenleere KVB-Haltestelle wahrend der Corona-Krise. K?ln, 26.03.2020 *** KVB stop empty of people during the Corona crisis Cologne, 26 03 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Wohnungslose am K?lner Hauptbahnhof sind von der Corona-Krise besonders stark betroffen. K?ln, 26.03.2020 *** Homeless people at Cologne Central Station are particularly hard hit by the corona crisis Cologne, 26 03 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Kippen in einem Aschenbecher lassen erahnen, wie eine Raucherlunge aussieht. K?ln, 26.03.2020 *** Tipping in an ashtray gives you an idea of what a smokers lung looks like Cologne, 26 03 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Corona K?ln Deutschland 26.03.2020 Lanxess Arena K?ln *** Corona Cologne Germany 26 03 2020 Lanxess Arena Cologne
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26 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: Baggage carts stand in a row in front of Cologne Bonn Airport. In order to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, the government has imposed various restrictions which have brought public life to a virtual standstill. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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25 March 2020, North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne: People walk in the evening in a park. To contain the coronavirus, NRW has banned all gatherings of three or more people in public. Photo: Oliver Berg/dpa
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